
Guidelines in using the Meadow Builder Stencil

Some of the stencils were produced with an incorrect layering guide on the insert card. If you
wish to create the layered look featured on the insert card, please refer to the CORRECT
LAYERING GUIDE & INSTRUCTIONS below:



Here is the step-by-step process to help you achieve the look shown above.

1. Start with Stencil 1. Ink it, rotate 90°, and then ink again. Make sure you rotate around
the stencil's center without nudging the design.



2. On your card panel, locate this empty space (there are actually a couple of them
on the design, you can pick any of them as reference). This is where we are going
to start filling in the rest of the flowers.



3. Place Stencil 2 in the same orientation as in the photo (you can easily find the
correct placement by using the cut flower image on the side as reference). Align
the large flower in the empty spot and ink the stencil.



4. Rotate the stencil 90° and re-align. The circled images should be over your previously
inked flowers.



5. Continue rotating 90° at a time and re-aligning those images. You can use these photos
as a reference.



6. Depending on how you initially aligned your stencils, some of the artwork might be off
the panel but you will always have enough images to find the aligned areas.



When you are done the design should look something like this:



● To add the leaves of stencil 3, I like to focus on these 3 leaves. Slightly wiggle the stencil
to make sure the smaller leaves are nicely placed as well. Some of the images will
slightly overlap the flowers you inked, it's not a precise fit. The stencil design is quite
forgiving so you shouldn't stress about being perfect



● Keep rotating, aligning, and re-inking until you get back to where you started.



In the end you will have a stunning array of flowers and leaves!


